IN AWE OF AFRICA
ITINERARIES IN THE RAINBOW LAND

HELLO!
Wherever you step on the colorful continent of Africa, you will surely be met by
magnificent landscapes and stand in awe of nature. Richard Mullin said, "The only

man I envy is the man who has not yet been to Africa - for he has so much to look
forward to." While there are truly countless ways to experience the beauty of this
land, we'll start with the following four ideas, curated for the adventurer in you.

A CAPE TOWN & BOTSWANA SAFARI
MICATO SAFARIS

If you're going to do a South African safari, be sure to choose one that
includes a visit to Cape Town, like the 13-Day Travel + Leisure World's Best
Safari from Micato Safaris. You'll taste your way through this cosmopolitan
seaside city (it's renown for great food and wine) and catch a glimpse of
penguins, your first of many magnificent species. In Kruger National Park's
southeast region, you'll see why the Lebombo concession is considered one of
the most pristine wild territories in Africa. For a truly memorable moment, you
can request a private bush breakfast or sunset cocktail arranged for you in a
scenic spot of the reserve. As Travel + Leisure recently said, the Pinto family
“run their show as though they were entertaining well-loved, out-of-town
relatives."

AN EXOTIC TOUR OF MADAGASCAR
KER & DOWNEY

Madagascar, the third largest island in the world, is a wild and unique place
where each region, whether a lush terrain or bustling capital, offers its own
distinct allure. Snorkel and swim in pristine water as you discover unmapped
beaches. Enjoy a sundowner under the shade of Baobab trees, an icon of the
African savannah. Take the long but worthwhile journey to The Big Tsingy, a jaw
dropping stone forest of limestone needles. You'll even travel to a tiny speck in
the Indian Ocean named Tsarabanjina, where you'll stay in luxurious palmthatched beach villas. A 14-day Ker & Downey Madagascar itinerary is
wonderfully crafted with the experiential traveler in mind and showcases all of
the island’s untamed and unbelievable bests.
Private Perk: Enjoy a welcome bottle of wine and a spa credit.

BREATHTAKING LODGING IN TANZANIA
SINGITA GRUMETI COLLECTION

Tanzani’s Grumeti reserve was created by the Tanzanian government in 1994 in
order to protect the path of the annual wildebeest migration and the indigenous
biodiversity of this vast and important ecosystem. Singita manages and
conserves these 350,000 acres, and speckled across the region, you’ll find
their eclectic luxury collection: two lodges, two tented camps and a private
house. Whether you dream of taking a dip in your verandah swimming pool or
“roughing it” in an authentic tent, you’ll find distinct options for your personal
travel style without sacrificing the luxury of private chefs, gorgeously
designed spaces and impeccable service. Pictured above is Sasakwa Lodge,
with its spacious veranda and endless view of the majestic Serengeti plains
below.
Private Perks: Daily full breakfast, personal gift, complimentary Wi-Fi, and
more.

AN EXPEDITION CRUISE THROUGH NORTH AFRICA
SILVERSEA CRUISES

From the deserts of the Sahara to the dunes of Morocco, the contrasts you will

experience on this voyage are vast. Characteristic and noble, each carefully
selected destination gives rare insight into a complex continent. Enhanced with
rich documentary evidence from London’s Royal Geographical Society,
the stunning birdlife, virgin beaches and UNESCO World Heritage Sites will
prove that an Africa adventure is much more than souks and savannahs. This
17-day journey begins in Ghana and visits Côte d'Ivoire, Sierra Leone, Gambia,
Senegal, the Western Sahara and Morocco before its completion in Lisbon,
Portugal. Your home away from home is Siversea's Silver Cloud, where you'll
experience all-inclusive, all-suite luxury sailing aboard the most spacious and
comfortable vessel in expedition cruising.
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